Relative importance of different settings for COVID-19 acquisition in England and Wales: Analysis of the Virus Watch Community Cohort
Background

• Aimed to assess the relative importance of different settings for COVID-19 transmission in a large community cohort (Virus Watch, n~50,000)

• March 2021 participants who self-reported a confirmed COVID-19 infection at any point were asked:
  • a) Whether they had contact with a known case of COVID-19 or a suspected case of COVID-19 in the 14 days before testing positive for COVID-19
  • b) Where they thought they had acquired COVID-19 (participants were allowed to select more than one setting category).

• 1142 participants who self-reported a positive COVID-19 test and responded to the survey question
Perceived Setting of COVID-19 Acquisition by Contact Status
Perceived Setting of COVID-19 Acquisition by Age
Perceived Setting of COVID-19 Acquisition by Age – Contacts of Confirmed or Suspected Cases